August 8, 2012
Dear Clients, Partners, and Friends,
The results for South Ocean Management’s Delaware LP, Kong Partners’
L.P., before incentive fees, were as follows:

Hong Kong Partners LP (net)
Hang Seng Index
MSCI HK Small Cap Index

Jul 2012
-2.3%
1.8%
1.3%

Year-to-Date
-3.5%
7.4%
2.0%

Partners’ NAV for Jul $2.2711 after management fee, but before annual incentive fees of 15% on appreciation.

There are many cheap values in the Hong Kong stock market today! Our
holdings of small/mid cap stocks with earnings geared towards China sell at
extremely low valuations.
For instance, our holding in consumer electronics manufacturer, Alco
Holdings (code 328hk, US$123 million market cap), which recently reported
lower earnings growth, now sells at less than cash value per share. Cheap!
This chart, from Chris Roberts, shows the relative performance of the MSCI
China Index versus the MSCI Asia Free ex‐Japan Index.
Figure 2: MSCI China vs. MXASJ

It peaked December 2008.
For the last 3.5 years, Hong Kong/China stocks have been underperforming,
and, today, after nearly 45 months, stocks listed in Hong Kong have become
oversold.
The China ‘private-chip’ share sector has dropped even more precipitously.
Witness the Bloomberg Chinese Reverse Mergers Index, which tracks 82
companies listed in the USA. It has lost 46 per cent of its value since last
year (May 31, 2011, two days before Muddy Waters issued a report saying
Sino-Forest overstated production). The Index peaked at 250 in December
2010 and today trades around 67, down a whopping 73%.

Under-performance of the MSCI China Index began in December 2008, as
noted in the first chart. The index actually peaked two years later (November
2010), when issues of a hard landing, shrinking export markets and excess
industrial and residential investment concerns started plaguing investors.
Today, those worries look to be under control (see articles below). The long
correction in China shares may be near an end

The Hang Seng Index sells at 9.4x trailing earnings (versus an historic 14x
P/E) and 1.36x book value. The China H-share Index sells at 8.2x trailing
earnings and 1.3x book value. Our portfolio’s weighted average P/E is 2.0x
this year’s expected earnings and 0.5 times average book value.
Surely, China’s 8% GDP growth supports an attractive base for investors
seeking inflation beating returns.
Sincerely,

Brook McConnell
President
Email: brook@south-ocean.com Website: www.south-ocean.com
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China Has Massive Firepower to Battle
Global Slowdown: Stephen Roach
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Plenty of market pundits point to China as the main culprit behind weakness in the US
stock market.

They say because the latest data suggests China’s economy is slowing you should run for
cover; China is in trouble.

But Yale University senior fellow and former Morgan Stanley Asia executive chairman
Stephen Roach thinks they’re all full of hooey.

“Beware of people who say things like this,” he tells us on CNBC’s Fast Money Halftime
Report. “Oftentimes they’re just talking their own book.”
What he thinks China skeptics either don’t understand or conveniently forget is that China
is both an export and investment led economy.

“Urbanization in China is happening at a pace that the world has never seen before.
Currently, China is moving 15-20 million people from the countryside into the city and to
do that they need to build a huge amount of low and middle income shelter and that is an
ongoing feature of the Chinese economy.”
In other words, when China's exports slow, which is currently the situation, Beijing
ramps up investment in urbanization.
“The state planning agency has approved lots of new projects – the rate of approval has
picked up materially, and that’s the tool that really works (to drive the economy.), says
Roach.
But you don’t have to take his word for it. All you need to do is look at Beijing’s actions a
few years back.

“In 2009 when they had exports collapse they put the pedal to the metal on the
investment side,” he says, And by 2010 China had bypassed Japan as the world’s second
largest economy.

“China has a huge pipeline of unmet investment needs given the urbanization needs of
their economy. It’s what they did (to drive the economy) 3-years ago and I'm convinced
they’ll do it again.”
Posted by CNBC's Lee Brodie

China has long term, projected annual growth of 5.1%
2010 GDP: $3.511 trillion*
2050 projected GDP: $25.334 trillion
It may be no surprise that China, the current engine of global growth,
is set to be one of the fastest growing economies over the next four
decades. But what is noteworthy is that the size of mainland economy,
which is currently one-third that of the United States, is expected
to grow more than seven-fold to overtake the U.S. by 2050.
It is no wonder that foreign companies across all sectors are
flocking to China to set up shop and capitalize on its growth. The
country is a leading recipient of foreign direct investment,
receiving $116 billion in 2011, according to China’s Commerce
Ministry.
Growing wealth among Chinese firms has also led to an increasing
amount of outward foreign direct investment — increasing the

country’s influence on the world economy. In 2011 alone, China
invested in 1,392 overseas projects in 132 countries, totaling $332
billion.
Dubbed the “world’s factory,” China’s economy has been largely fueled
by its export sector. However, the country’s latest five-year plan
aims to shift the economy’s focus to the development of its internal
market. One way it plans to do so is by increasing the spending power
of its 1.36 billion population by spurring job creation and
implementing minimum-wage requirements. The government recently
pledged to raise minimum wages by 13 percent a year through 2015 and
launch measures to generate 45 million new jobs.
* Based on 2000 U.S. dollars

